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Lurkers

Each year, as the days shorten, the air chills and the snow begins to fly, fear creeps into the minds of children 
throughout the alpine nations of Europe. They know that the time of Krampus is fast approaching; time to pay for 
their year’s misdeeds... Horned, hairy and terrifying, Krampus first descends from his hidden lair in the early 
days of December, creeping through the darkness of long nights to snatch up the naughty into his basket, whisk-
ing them away to a fate best left unimagined!

 

Krampus - 8BP

M Dex. Con. A W Res. Skills
4 5+ 7 1 3 4+ Parry

Weapons: Switch (C.C.B.+0, Dam. D+1, *) 
Special: Daemon, Hideous, Unique
I Smell Children: Krampus is naturally drawn to children, and will make all effort to seek them out.  Any 
game with Krampus in play will always feature three Children (profile available for download from the 
Strange Aeons website).  Unless otherwise specified by the scenario, the Children are placed by the op-
ponent within 8” of the centre of the board.  Krampus wants to capture the Children, and will avoid harming 
them. Krampus never receives a free wound when fighting unarmed Children, and will always capture them 
(see ‘You’ve Been Bad’ below) rather than rolling ‘to wound’.
*You’ve Been Bad: When Krampus enters base-to-base with a Child or wins a round of close combat 
against any Human Lurker or Threshold model with a Black Mark, he may elect to stuff the victim into his 
basket instead of rolling ‘to wound’.  The basket may hold a single model, or up to three Children, but incurs 
a -1 Movement penalty if full. Specially designed for this purpose, Krampus’ basket renders him immune to 
all other penalties related to carrying another model, and will prevent captured models from escaping even 
if Krampus is rendered Face Down.  Captured models will remain trapped until either Krampus is removed 
from play (place freed models in the spot where Krampus was removed) or the end of the game. Any models 
that remain trapped at game end are treated as Minor Injuries for the purpose of post-game activities.
Cut Em’ Loose: If a model wins a round of close 
combat against a victim-carrying Krampus, it may 
elect to free one victim instead of rolling ‘to wound’.  
Both models are placed 2” away from Krampus, in 
base-to-base with one another. Threshold models 
must elect to free captured Children whenever able.
Unique: As Krampus is (mercifully) the only known 
being of his kind, no Lurker list or Cult may ever con-
tain more than one Krampus. Accept no substitutes!


